‘Homework Matters: Great Teachers set Great Homework’ (John Hattie).
According to John Hattie, (Professor of Education and Director of Education, University of Melbourne) the impact of
homework increases significantly when students join secondary school. When done well, homework can improve the
rate of learning by 15% – or advance children’s learning by about a year. The effects are highest, whatever the subject,
when homework involves rote learning, practice, or rehearsal of subject matter. The research also suggests that
students should be engaging with new content through homework tasks so that it can be explored further and
consolidated in the next lesson with the teacher present. Tom Sherrington (former Headteacher and Education
consultant) calls this bridging between teacher-led and student-led learning. He asserts that along with research, notetaking and other pre-learning activities, most homework should be about getting ready for the next lesson.
In line with this research and the points made above, we believe that homework is an essential part of learning and
that it contributes significantly to raising achievement, for the following reasons:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

It gives students an opportunity to work independently, and to take responsibility for their own learning;
It helps students to recognise the link between good study habits and higher standards of achievement;
It helps teachers check that students have understood class work;
It can be used to extend work covered in class;
It helps to close gaps in students` knowledge;
It helps students to ensure their subject knowledge is fluent and secure;
It can strengthen liaison between home and school.

Timing & Quantity of Homework
Key Stage 3 - Years 7 – 9
Homework is set weekly in core subjects (English, maths and science ) and history, geography, and modern foreign
languages. It is set fortnightly in all other subjects with the exception of PE. This is designed to enable students to
attend after school clubs and activities in PE instead.
We firmly believe that all subjects are equal in terms of their importance to students` overall development and that
each one should be valued, regardless of how often the subject is taught each week. We believe that homework
provides the opportunity for every subject area to enthuse, stretch and motivate students so they can increase their
subject knowledge and embed skills in all areas. These are the building blocks towards an enjoyment of learning that
can last a life time and improve young people`s life chances.
A range of homework tasks will be set, as appropriate, to individual subject areas, including written and reading tasks,
collecting information and objects, conducting simple experiments or making models, sketching or designing, and
carrying out surveys and interviews. It is important to note that homework does not always take a written form. Many
subjects use a range of online resources to include Seneca, Maths Watch (vle.mathswatch.com),
https://classroom.google.com/ and https://willingdon.musicfirst.co.uk/app/ to support students with independent
study. Such resources often take the form of self- marking quizzes and tests which provide useful feedback to students
on their learning.
Students in years 7 and 8 should be spending approximately 20 - 25 minutes on each homework task. By year 9 and in
preparation for GCSE, we expect students to spend 30 minutes per subject.
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As stated above, homework will be set weekly or fortnightly for each subject. In the latter, tasks can be extended over
two or more weeks. If this is the case, details of how the task is to be broken down for each week will be recorded on
Edulink. We encourage students to carry out their homework tasks in a quiet place away from distractions, but
recognise that this may not always be possible. As well as spending the requisite amount of time on homework, all
teachers will expect work to be presented well, following our Book Basics guidance. We expect students to strive for
and deliver their best standards for homework, producing their best work and showing their best efforts. Work which
does not meet the expected standard will need to be re done and resubmitted by the next day.
To support students with managing their homework tasks each day, a homework timetable has been created for each
year group which informs students of which subjects they should be doing each evening.
Key Stage 4 – Years 10 and 11 (science from year 9)
All students in years 10 and 11 will be set a substantial homework task each week in each subject they study for
GCSE. At Key Stage 4, it is recommended that students spend around 1.5 hours on the completion of homework for
each subject, each week. This may be spread out over several evenings so that homework completion across a number
of subjects is manageable.
The use of Edulink as the portal for all homework that is set every day, across all teachers and subjects, means that
homework is accessible from home by both students and parents. While some subjects such as English, science and
music may use platforms such as Google Classrooms and Educake to set homework, this will be clearly signposted on
Edulink so students and parents know where the task can be accessed. All students and their parents receive log- ins
to access Edulink in order to view what has been set, when it is due and how it should be submitted. Teachers will
regularly provide additional information and resources in the form of links and attachments to help learners work
through the set tasks and to ensure tasks are differentiated and provide additional challenge where appropriate.
Adequate time will always be allowed for completion of work. Staff will avoid requiring homework to be done for the
next day as far as possible, realising that students may have family or extra-curricular commitments on certain nights.

Recording homework
Students are responsible for entering brief details of their homework in their jotter. This is used as a reminder to the
student to look on Edulink for the full homework details and particularly important for extended work which is set over
two weeks or more. Where a piece of homework is to extend over a number of weeks, students should make sure that
they enter it up appropriately each week. In all cases, students are expected to make a note of the dates on which
homework is set and of when it is due. This will be mirrored on Edulink. Parents can monitor when homework has
been set by logging on to Edulink.
Subject teachers will ensure that the homework task is explained clearly, both verbally and on the board, with a date
for handing the work in. Assistance will be given to those students who may have difficulty noting down the homework.
Students should make sure they ask for clarification, if they are not clear about the homework set. Students who are
absent on the day that homework is set are expected to check Edulink to see what has been set and should attempt
to complete the task by their next lesson. This is to enable absent students to prepare for their next lesson and not fall
behind.
Sanctions
If homework is not completed by the date expected or is not completed to the expected standard, teachers will
establish if the student had difficulty in completing the task and arrange for an extension of the next day. However, if
homework is not completed satisfactorily or is late on a second occasion, the student will be given an after-school
departmental detention during which time the task should be completed. If the problem continues, individual
departments or the Director of Student Progress (DoSP) will issue a whole school detention. Where there are problems
in a number of subjects, a student will be put on a Monitoring/ Behaviour Card by their DoSP until the situation
improves. The school also runs homework clubs for those students requiring one to one support or a suitable space in
which to complete their homework.

Maths Homework at Willingdon Community School
Maths homework is set once a week, and students are given one week to complete the work.
Online resources such as mymaths, mathswatch and method maths are generally used, since they mark the answers
immediately, and provide resources and lessons to support the students.
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In keeping with the school policy, we aim to set work that should take around 30 minutes in KS3, rising to around 90
minutes in KS4. However, it is very difficult to gauge exactly how long an assignment will take, as this can vary
dramatically between different students. We welcome feedback in cases where a student is spending a very long
time on maths homework.
To be beneficial, homework needs to be completed to a good standard. In particular, we consider tasks that are not
completed to at least 70% to be inadequate. Achievement points are awarded for reaching this standard, and for
exceeding it.
While tasks are carefully chosen so that this target is attainable, it is inevitable that some students may sometimes
find it difficult to complete work to at least 70%. While marking their first solutions may enable a student to see what
has gone wrong straight away, we do not envisage them making multiple attempts at a task without first seeking to
improve their understanding. We suggest that they may do this by taking the following steps:
1) Go through the lesson associated with the HW task. This is available by clicking the Lesson button that
appears on the My Homework tab next to the Online homework button.

2) Mathswatch tasks have an embedded video tutorial, but the site can also be used to search for a clip based
on a keyword or phrase – try using the title of the homework.
3) Ask your maths teacher for help. This could be done by email, in the Google classroom chatstream, or in
person. You need to state precisely which part of which homework is proving difficult. The teacher may
provide help by directing a student to some online support, by producing a video tutorial, by addressing the
issue in class, or through some additional tuition at break or lunchtime.
In order to access the support described above, it is vital that students make an attempt at the work soon after it is
set. If they leave it until the last minute, and find it difficult, there is little we can do to help before the deadline.
If maths homework is not attempted by the deadline, a teacher may issue a 30-minute detention after school. When
the homework is completed subsequently, this is not grounds to remove the detention.
If homework has not been completed to the required standard, and it is clear that the student has taken the steps
described above to seek help, then a teacher may offer an extension and direct students to attend some additional
tuition at break or lunchtime. If this offer is declined, or if a student has not taken any of the steps above to get help
before the deadline, a 30-minute detention after school is an appropriate consequence.

F Rodgers

Deputy Headteacher

frodgers@willingdonschool.org.uk
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